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GEOCHEMICAL ASSESSMENT REPORT 
ON THE SILVER HOPE MINERAL CLAIMS 

INTRODIJCTION & DESCRIPTION 

The whole of Silver Hope property consists of 27 contiguous I-unit claims located 45 km 
southeast from Houston, central B.C., Fig. 1. The work was done on claims Hope 1-S described 
below, which lie directly south of adjoining Equity Silver Mine mining Lease No. 6. 
The complete list of the Silver Hope property mineral claims is provided in Appendix 11. 

Claims Status, (From BCDM Computerized Record Files) : 

renure Name Owner 56 Map Work Rec. status M.D. Unit Tag 

385716 HOPE 1 137692 100 093LOlW MO20415 God Standing 20020415 15 Omineca 16a389u 

365717 HOPE2 137692 100 093LOlW 20026415 Good Standing 201320415 15 Omineca 1 6683SJN 

365718 HOPE3 137692 100 093LOlW 20020415 Good Standing 20020415 15 Omineca 1 688391N 

365719 HOPE4 137692 100 093LOlW 20020415 Good Standing 20020415 15 Omineca 1 688392H 

385720 HOPE5 137692 100 G33LOlW 2@320415 Good Standing 200213415 15 Omineca 1 688393N 

385721 HOPE6 137692 100 093LOlW 20020415 Good Standing 2002@415 15 Omineca 1 686394N 

385722 HOPE7 137692 166 093LOlW 20020415 Good Standing 2oo2o415 15 Omineca 1 688395N 

365724 HOPE8 137692 100 093LOlW 206X415 Good Starding 20020415 15 Omineca 7688393Y 

The Silver Hope property mineral claims are located on Map 93Ul W, Omineca MD., and are 
accessed by the 40 km long Equity Mine all-weather road from Houston, then 
5 km south along the logging road which descends to the Buck Creek and Sam Goosly Lake 
valley. Old mining exploration branch-trails traverse the moderately forested south-facing slope 
to the southeastern edge of the property, Fig.2. 

Between June 24 and July 1 of 2001 the writer, accompanied by geochemist/owner 
J.J. Bat&so, journeyed from Vancouver to Houston to spend 4 field-days on June 26-28 and 30th 
conducting highquality reconnaissance stream sediment sampling on and around the Silver Hope 
property, while J.J. Bat&so focused on prospecting and supervising the soil sampling survey 
conducted on Hope l-8 claims by prospector L.B. Warren and assistant R.B. Anderson 
of CJL Enterprises based out of Smithers. 

The principal goal of the field work was to identify an anomalous multi-element signature suite in 
drainage samples for detection of the E@y Silver Mine-type copper-silver-gold minerahzation, 
and to detect with soil sampling any extentions of the adjacent ‘Southern Tail’ Zone 
mineralization onto the Silver Hope property. 

Reconnaissance drainage and rock sample locations are presented on the claim locations Map, 
Fig.2, while the soil sampling grid and analytical resuhs are inscribed on the 1: 10,000 scale Maps, 
Fig.3 and Figs. 3a-g for Zn,Cu,Ag,As,Hg,Pb,Sb+4u values. 





Along with the computer-generated maps, geologist C.F. Staargaard provided the notes on 
rock sample descriptions, Appendix I. Complete analytical results are presented in Appendix 
IV,and the analytical methods in Appendix V. 

Correlation Tables l-3 and element-pair soil grid maps, Figs. 4ad overleaf, have been 
constructed by the writer to identify and illustrate the most significant pathfinder element suites 
for Equity-type copper-silver-(gold) mineralization that may be present on the Silver Hope 
mineral property, as discussed below. 

GEOLOGY 

In the BCMEMPR Paper 1979-1 Summary of Field Activities articIe “Preliminary Report on the 
Sam Goosly Copper-Silver Deposit” by D. G. Wetherell, A.J. Sinclair, and T.G. S&meter, 
p.133-137, Ref. 1,the Southern Tail ore zone of Equity Mines is shown to be located on strike 
immediately to the NNE of the Hope 1 claim, Fig. 3. The following are 
direct excerpts on the local geology and mineralization from Ref. 1: 

Local Geology 
Volcanic Stratigraphy 

Mesozoic strata at Sam GoosIy are thought to be right-side-up (Church, 1969; Ney, et al., 1972, 
and Wojdak, 1974) describe three major units whick, from bottom to top are: 
m A elastic sequence composedprimarily of chert pebble and volcanic conglomerates, 

quartziies, plus minor tufls and tuffaceour sediments. 
47 A pyroclash’c sequence containing lapilli, ash, and dust tuffs, plus local lenses of volcanic 

conglomerates and Sam&ones. 
(IIl) A sedimentary/volcanic sequence composed of volcanic conglomerates and sandstones, 

tufls, and tuffaceous sediments, all generally weii bedded. 

Five subdivisions of the pyroclustic sequence (unit II) were defined. These are. 
These five subdivisions, da&c in composition (Churck, 1969), are those &scribed by Woj&k 
(1974). with the exception of unit I lb. Woj&k concluded rhat the breccia which contains much 
of the Main zone ore was a brecciared dncihz and distinct from the dust tuffs of the Southern Tail 
zone. Examina[ion of drill core which was not available to Woj& indicates that breccia and 
dust tuflare stratigraphically continuous and therefore equivalent. The Mesozoic strata are 
flanked and unconformabiy overlain by gently dipping (~3.5 degrees) andesiticflows of the 
Ootsa Group and basaltic Iavas of the Et&& Group (Church, 1969). 

Intrusive Rocks /Slacks 

Two stock-like intrusions crosscut Mesozoic stratigraphy. 
A quartz monzonite stock with sparse copper-molybdenum mineralizution cuts Mesozoic strata 
(300 IO 600 me&es) west of the ore zones. Ney, et al. (1972) report tetrahedrite veins within the 
south end of this srock and a ienr of silver-bearing sulphide in a shear zone along the axis of the 



stock. This stock has heen dored by KL4r methods a: 56.2?3 Ma (Church. 1969j and 61. I Ma 
with no error limits given (Ney, et al.. 19721. 

A gabbto-moruonite compiex intrudes k4esozoic strata just east ofthe Main zone. This stock is 
thought to be post-mineral and contains magnetite and traces of disseminated pyrite (wojdak 
1974). K/Ar ages of 48.8’3 Ma (Church. 1969) and 52.5 Ma with no error limits given (Ney, et 
al, 1972) have been repotted 

Mikeral Deposits 
Ore minerals at Sam Goosly occur predominantly as veins and disseminations with massive 
stdphides present as Iocalpatches within the Main zone. Main zone ores are$ne grained, 
generally occurring as disseminations with a lesser abundance ofveins. Southern Tail ores, on 
the other had are coarse grained and occur predominantly as veins with only local 
disseminated suiphides. The primary ore controls appear to be structural; sulphides are 
developed best in zones of intense fracturing and hrecciation The ores are generally restricted 
to a tabuiarf?acture zone which roughtly parallels stratigraphy. However, copper-silver 
sulphides occur throughout the stratigraphic column and sulphide veins up to 5 metres in length 
cross beading in outcrop ana’ up to 3 metres along drill core. 
The most abundanct &phi& is pyriie. Other major sulphides inmde chalcopyriie, tetrahedrite, 
pyrrhorite (observed macroscopically oniy in the Main zone), arsenopyrite, and sphaietite. 
Magnetite andspecular hematite are also common. On the basis of macroscopic vein relations 
and limited mineralographic study, a consistent vein patagenesis has been observed in both the 
Main and Southern Tail zones, which@om oldest (I) to youngest (6) is* : 
I Chlorite veins; quarts veins 
2. Chlorite veins and quartz veins, each with pyrite and/or magnetite 
3. Chlorite veins with pyrite armYor specular hematite F chalcomrite); quartz-pyrite veins with 

tourmahne or spectrlar hematire &atcopyriIe).’ calcite-pyrite veins. 
4. Copper sulphides ’ tourmaline 

a) Tetrahedrite (‘- later chaieopyrite), or 
b) Chalcopyrite f later tetrahedrite) ’ pyrrhotite 

5. Galenda-bearing and sphalerite-bearing veins 
6. Gypsum veins; calcite veins 

*Arsenopyrile, identijied in both zones,Jts between stages 2 and 4 in the patagenetic sequence 
but its relationship to stage 3 is uncertain 
The consistency ofparagenesis suggests that the two ore zones are relatedgenetically. 
Examination of drill core shows that sulphides occur continuously between the Main ad 
Southern Tail zones. 

An epigenetic origin for the Sam Goosly ores is indicated by: local sulphide rim textures in 
coarsefiagments suggesting a replacement origin; abundant sulphide veins that cut both clasts 
and rock matrix; the consistemy of macroscopic vein paragenesis; and the presence of 
minetahzated dykes within the ore zones. 
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GEOCHEMISTRY 

During the last week of June 2001 a reconnaissance-scale drainage sampling survey was 
conducted by the writer along the southern tributaries of upper Foxy Creek in the north, and 
along south-flowing tributaries of Buck Creek to the south of the area of the Equity Mine ore 
pits and the adjacent Silver Hope mineral claims, as presented on the claim and sample locations 
map, Fig.2, overleaf. The principal object of the highquality field-sieved sediment sampling 
program was to identify any anomalous multi-element signatures as pathfinders for Equity 
Mine-type copper-silver-gold mineralization that may be present on the Silver Hope mineral 
property. 

Concurrently, geochemist/owner J.J. Barakso prospected and collected mineralized and/or 
altered outcrop and float rock samples while supervising a reconnaissance-scale soil sampling 
survey on the property by prospector L.B.Warren and an assistant from CJL Enterprises of 
Smithers, conducted across the Hope 1-S claims along three internal claim border lines, Fig.3. 
Some 63 soil samples were collected using mattocks at an average depth of 10 cm (5-20 cm), 
mostly from the B-Horizon, at 50 m. intervals on chain-and-compass lines 500 m. apart, as 
shown on the 1: 10,000 scale sample location and topographic map, Fig.3, overleaf. 
The three 1 km-long soil sample lines were oriented east-west to intersect the projected strike of 
any southern extension to the adjacent South Tail ore zone of Equity Silver Mines. 

The rock, sediment and soil samples were analyzed for firegeochemical gold, mercury and for 
3 1 trace-elements by ICP at Min-En Laboratories in Vancouver, using stand& geochemical 
methods described in Appendix V. Complete analytical results are presented in Appendix Iv. 
Zinc. coDDer silver arsenic mercury, l@ antimony and &values are inscribed directly on T-T-1 
1: 10,000 scale soil grid maps, Figs 3a-h respectively, overleaf, while the rock sample 
descriptions are provided in Appendix 1. 

Rock Samples Gcochemistq 

As described in rock sample notes, Appendix I, and plotted on the sample location maps, Fig.s 2 
and 3, a dozen mineralized and/or altered outcrop sampIes, where. available, and float rock were 
collected by J.J. Barakso (HJl-HJ12) on the Hope l-8 claims, and another four by the titer in 
the immediate vicinity (HS 1 -HS4), in order to establish the anomalous trace-element pathfinders 
for Equity Mine-type of base and precious metals mineralization. 

Even with the small suite of 16 rock samples it was possible by matching multi-element ICP 
geochemistry and rock sample descriptions to identify three distinct pathfinder trace-element 
signature suites for anomalous gold and copper values, as discussed below and illustrated in 
correlation Tables 1, la, overleaf. 

1. The strongest mineralization occurs in float sample HJ-11 with 2.l%Cu. 923ppbAu, in 
massive pyrite-chalcopyrite-magnetite rock, Appendix 1, which also has the most extensive 
suite of anomalous pathfinder trace-elements including 35p~mA~. 1715~~m4s. lOOnpmBi, 
292ppmPb. %.O%S, 45ppmSb. 30OnpmW. 3891opmZn. and >20%Fe,59OppmMn,20ppm Zr. 
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This type of Cu-Au-Ag mineralization is most exclusively defined by the anomalous 0.9 
correlation coefficients of the copper-gold-silver-arsenic-tungsten-zinc suite of elements, 
correlation Tables 1, la, which is likely to bc indicative of higher temperature central- 
structure ore type origin. 

2. The second type is Cu-Ag-(Au) mineralization present in quartz vein fragment samples 
HJ-3,4 (trench) and HJ- IO (float), carrying up to 10% pyrite and visible traces of 
chalcopyrite, Appendix I, with up to 0.78%Cu, 89nnmAg, 96pnbAu which is anomalously 
associated with up to ZSOprnnAs, 367ppmCo. 337pnmCr, 178ppmNi and very strongly 
anomalous 3585npmBi, .2340mnnPb. >6.O%S. SSOopmSb, plus up to 20%Fe. 
This pathfinder trace-element suite for high-silver copper-silver-&old) mineralization of 
particularly anomalous bismuth-lead-antimonv-arsenic as defined in column ix-2 in 
correlation Table la at the 0.7 level, is fittingly characteristic of lower temperature veins, 
relative to the type 1 high copper-gold mineralization described above. 

3. The third type is weaker Cu-Au mineralization (lacking silver), best represented by bed rock 
sample HJ-8 (and HJ-6) described as ‘Strongly quartz-sericite-pyrite altered ash tuff or tine 
grained intrusive. Minor partly oxidized quartz-pyrite veinlets with a trace of chalcopyrite. 
Strongly fractured with abundant iron hydroxides.‘, which contain 0.2%Cu, 402ppbAu 
associated with highly anomalous 28upmMo. 3 1 SOpomP and weakly anomalous 1 SOppbHg, 
45~~mAs. 1 SumnBi. 56pmnPb. 2.7%5,45ppmSb, plus 11 %Fe, and 25onbAu.81lpnmCu 
plus highly anomalous 1250rmbHs 474npmPb. 145Sb, respectively. The very strong 
associations of both gold and copper with iron values at the 0.7-0.8 level in column rx4, 
correlation Table 1 a, point to anomalous hydromorphic accumulation of both gold and base 
metal values in secondary iron oxide minerals. This type of secondary mineralization is 
particularly indicatd by anomalous moivbdeoum-mercur): pathfinder suite, as well as by 
the complete separation of gold t?om silver values due to diierential mobilization via 
oxidation over some lateral and vertical distance from the primary source mineralization 
present in Equity Mines’ adjacent ‘Southern Tail’ structure, or in its southerly extensions 
onto the Silver Hope property. 

4. The non-mineral&d breccia sample HS-1, and it’s highly oxidized rind HS-2, present a 
study in trace-element depletion/enrichment by oxidation. Thus while highly anomalous 
levels of Ca and Sr decrcasc to less anomalous values, and Mg stays about the same, 
Al,Cr,Li,Mn,Na,Nb,Ni,Sc,V,Y, increase to even more strongly anomalous levels with 
oxidation, and Hg, Al, Ba, Co, Fe, P, Zr rise from background to anomalous values in the 
oxidized rind, Appendices I and IV. In absence of diagnostic boron analysis for tourmaline 
breccia, the anomalous lithium vale proxy for the likely pneumatolytic alteration. 

The above identified variances in mineralization types and their characteristically associated 
pathfinder element suites, plus the effects of oxidation on trace-element accumulation or 
depletion, illustrate the geochemical complexity of primary and weathering mine.rahzation 
processes, and the importance of relating geochemical interpretation of drainage and soil sample 
results to litbochemical analysis, as discussed below. 
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Drainage Geochemistry 

The limited recce-scale stream sediment sampling survey is based on field-sieved silt sampling 
with a perforated pan base in combination with a screen of chosen size. The field-sieved 
sampling method helps isolate lithic silt from organic debris, and to some extent from the lighter 
clay material, thus providing more homogenous sampling medium than is possible with the 
standard “grab” silt sampling surveys. Providing the sampling quality is maintained, the uniform 
material yields repeatable analytical values independent of seasonal variations and elimination of 
false anomalies, thus enhancing geochemical interpretability of the analytical results. 

As indicated on the computer-generated drainage/top0 sample locations map, Fig.2, overleaf, 
tributaries draining north-easterly into Foxy Creek and south into Buck Creek from the Equity 
Mines mining leases area (Main and South Tail Zones) were sampled in order to identify the 
pathfinder trace-element signatures for the Equity-type copper-silver-gold mineralization. 

The thirteen drainage samples collected were separated into magnetic (M) and non-magnetic 
(NJvQ &actions at Min-En Laboratories in Vancouver, and both fractions analyzed for 3 1 
elements by ICP, plus geochemical gold and mercury, in the NM fraction, Appendix JV. 
The most strongly anomalous gold and copper values of 244nnbAu. 202nnmCu are present in 
sample H-105 NM (non-magnetic fraction) from Bessamer Creek which drams south-westerly 
from the area of the Equity Mine leases and the Silver Hope property. The high Au, Cu values 
are associated with strongly anomalous arsenic, sulpher and zinc vaiues in both fractions of up to 
65otis 0.2%S. 203nmnZn, indicative of type 1 mineralization as in rock sample HJ-11. 
The anomalous Ag,B,Cr,Ni,Pb,S,Sb, in one or both fractions are indicative of the type 2 
mineralization as in rock samples H&3,4,10 discussed above. 
Anomalous MO, Fe values in both fractions suggest that at least ~xart of the highly anomalous Au, 
Cu values in the drainage sample H-l 05 are due to hydromorphic accumulation in Fe-hydroxide 
minerals of the type 3 variety as in rock sample HJ-8. 
Finally, the strongly anomalous Cr, Fe, Nb, Mo values inthe magnetic (M) &&on suggest 
presence of breccia, as in rock samples HS-1,2. i 

The other anomalous gold value of 8 1pnbAu in sample H-l OS NM is present in Berzelius Creek, 
which drams to the north of the J!&aity Mines’ Main Zone. No anomalous Ag, Bi, Cu, MO, Sb, 
values are present in either fraction, but Zn values are strongly anomalous, particularly with 
22lppm Zn in the magnetic fraction. Anomalous calcium values in both titions may indicate 
presence of remedially-introduced C&o3 in the ongoing neutralization program at the Equity 
Silver Mines property, atthough trace-elements As, Cr, Fe, Nb, P, Pb, S, V, remain anonlalous 
similar to the Bessamer Creek described above. 

A very strongly anomalous mercury value of 12OOnDb Hg is present in sample Hl03NM, 
coIlected in the southeastern quadrant of the Silver Hope property. On the topographic map, 
Fig.2, lineaments trending easterly, northeasterly and northwesterly can be seen to intersect on 
the small sharp hill above the anomalous sample, thus providing likely conduits for this volatile 
element to escape from possible source mineralization at some depth, judging by the lack of any 
other accompanying pathfmdem, Appendix JV. 



Of the remaining drainages, samples 11104 and H 1 I2 on the stream southeast of the property 
Fig. 1, are weakly anomalous in Cu, Pb, Zn, while stream sediment sample Hl 11 draining claims 
to the south is strongly anomalous in Mn likely indicating presence of a breccia zone. 

To summarize, having detected an extensive suite of pathfinder trace-elements for Cu-Ag-Au 
mineralization in Bessamer Creek, it will be necessary to investigate all of it’s eastern tributaries 
with highquality field-sieved drainage samples in order to detect presence of mineralization on 
the Silver Hope property, as distinct from the anomalies in the main drainage caused by the 
Equity Mines’s ore bodies and their mining activities. 

In particular, the largest and most deeply incised eastern tributary named Superstition Creek, 
which is well protected from mining activity contamination by the main height of land to the 
north, Fig.3, requires high-quality stream sediment sampling at reguku intervals throughout its 
length, as does the Buck Creek tributary to the east, to delineate any cross-cutting mineralization 
associated with southerly extensions of the Southern Tail ore zone and cross-cutting structures 
that may have been missed by previous investigators on the property, as well as to define the 
extent and orientation of the mercury drainage anomaly present to the east. 

Soil Geochemistq 

The ICP, generated multi-element results of the current reconnaissance4cale soil sampling 
survey of limited extent conducted on the Hope 1-S claims are discussed and compared to an 
overlapping earlier detailed soil sampling grid survey conducted by Equity Silver Mines in 1982 
over the old SG & T claims, of larger extent but a limited number of trace element analyses, 
Ref.2. 

Recce-Scale 2001 Soil Sampling Survey 

Three chain-and-compass Em-long lines were soil sampled by L.A. Warren and partner at 
5Om. intervals along the three internal claim horders of the Hope 1-8 claims at 5OOm. apart, as 
shown on the sample locaton l:lO,OOO scale topographic map, Fig.3 overleaf, for a total of 63 
samples. The east-west oriented lines were designed by JJ. Barakso to intersect the southerly- 
trending strike extensions of the Equity Mines’ Southern Tail ore body, situated just north of the 
Silver Hope property. The analytical values for the most sign&ant pathftnder elements for the 
Equity-type mineralization, including Zn, Cu, Ag, As, Hg, Ph, Sb and Au, are plotted on the 
1: 10,000 scale topo maps and the anomalous values enhanced graphically, Fig.s 3a-h 
respectively. 
In addition, since the two highest gold values of 45 and 42uob Au am associated with the two 
highes iron values of 7.85 and 7.21% Fe respectively, Appendix IV 
at the 0.5 level, Table la, it is like]: 

-_ -. __ > with significant correlation 
I that the most strongly anomalous gold values in soil samples 

are at least in part hydromorphic in nature. Their strong correlation with typical F&y-type 
mineralization pathfinders Cu, Ag, Pb, Hg, Bi, Sh, MO, at the 0.6 -.7 level, Table la, indicates 
ultimate primary copper-silver-gold mineralization source. 
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However, the relatively low correlation with the primary pathfinders Zn and As at only 
the 0.2 - 0.3 level, Table 1 a, is likely indicative of differential leaching of anomalous but 
glacially disturbed and/or transported, overburden. 

Hence two trace-element/iron ratio maps have been constructed to compare the gold values in 
soils to their residual As/Fe ratio, Fig.4a, and the Cu/Fe to Zn/Fe ratio, Fig. 4b, in order to 
enhance the detrital component of the As, Cu, and Zn soil anomalies. 
While only weakly anomalous residual As values exist in the vicinity of the highest Au values 
located on Line IS (-500m.), 250E and Line 2S (-lOOOm.), 300E, a stronger As/Fe anomaly is 
centred on Line 3s (-1500m.) at 50E, Map Fig.4a, but without anomalous gold values. 
Map Fig.4b indicates a strong residual C&Fe copper anomaly at 1 OOE on Line 1 S and 
a coincident Cu/Fe, Zn/Fe anomaly on Line 2s between 0B.L. and ISOW, both of which may bc 
local in origin, despite. the anomalous nature of the glacially transported overburden. 

The east-west oriented soil sample lines run for the most part directly downhill, Fig.3, thus 
complicating geochemical interpretation due to downslope overburden/soil creep. Soil sampling 
along the topographic contour on the Silver Hope property would be more effective for accurate 
geochemical interpretation, including detection of mineralized structures and their orientation. 

Detailed 1982 Soil Sampling Survey (Equity Silver Mines), Ref.2 

BCMEMPR Assessment Report No. 10,727, titled ‘Geochemical Survey on the SG & T Claims’ 
by R.B. Pearse, B.Sc., Ref.2, includes analytical data for Cu, Ag, Zn, Pb, Hg trace-elements for 
some 580 soil samples collected in 1982 at 50m. intervals on lines 1 OOm. apart over the western 
and central portions of the present Silver Hope mineral property. 
The original hand-drawn values were copied by the writer from the associated photocopied 
geochemical maps, and statistical parameters calculated for comparison with the much smaller 
this year’s soil sampling survey described above. 

Based on .l log frequency distribution graphs, the most useful anomalous intervals for each of 
the five analyzed elements have been determined by the writer to be as follows: 

Cu ppm: 70 120 200- 300- 5oop 
Ag ppm: 0.7 l.l- 1.7- 2.5- 3.5- 
Zn ppm: 120- 170- 260- 400- 600__ 
Pb ppm: 50- 75- 105- 
Hgppb: 50 90- - 150 
*Assigned 
Strength: 5 7 8 
*see the Anomaly Maps, Fig.s 5a-e. 

145__ 200__ 
240- 400- 

10 12 

Anomaly maps were constructed based on the assigned strength intervals as listed for each 
element. The three recce survey sampling Lines 1 S, 2s and 3s correspond to lines 5OON. IOOON 
and 15OON at 500E-1500E on the old sampling grid, Fig.s 5a-e, overleaf 
Because of the much larger extent and density of soil sampling on the old grid, several distinctly 
anomalous trends are evident in the older data vs. this year’s recce soil sampling survey. 
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Anomaly maps for w and a, Figs.Sa, b, indicate a c~learly anomalous, one km-wide, 
swath cutting at about 153 o SSE from the NW corner to the southern edge of the Silver IIope 
properly. 
This almost uniformly anomalous Cu-Ag trend can best be explained as glacially transported 
anomalous overburden originating from the high saddle immediately below and to the wast of 
the two Equity ore bodies, the Main and the Southern Tail zones. 
The regional ice direction should be confirmed in published literature, but on local scale this 
direction fits very well with prominent topographic features, such as the main ridge on the west 
side of Bessemer Creek, Fig. 2. 

Anomalous & and mercury are concentrated in the southern portion of the anomalous Cu-Ag 
swath, and selectively in the north, Fig.s 5c,e, while anomalous !eaJ resides mainly in the north 
and the extreme southwestern corner of the old sampling grid Fig.Sd. 
All five elements are variously anomalous in the area south of the Southern Tail zone, but only 
fieldwork can determine wheather the cawe is local mineralization source or contamination 
through past roadbuilding, drilling, etc. activities. 

In addition, all five elements are erratically anomalous to the east, beyond this year’s recce soil 
sampling lines. These eastern anomalies lie at higher elevations and thus may be due to local 

mineralization sources on the Silver Hope property. 

Extensive field-proofing of the old soil grid lines next field season, and correlation with 
topography, is required prior to further geochemical interpretation of the old soil sampling data. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Sampling of mineralized/altered outcrop/float rock on and near the Silver Hope mineral 
property has identified Cu-Ag-Au-As-W-Z” as the most significant pathfinders for high- 
temperature Cu-Ag-Au mineralization; Cu-Ag-Bi-Pb-Sb-Au for lower-temperature veins 
containing &-high Ag-low Au mineralization; plus Cu-Au-Mo-Hg-P for anomalous 
hydromorphic accumulations of G-Au (no Ag) values in secondary iron-oxide coatings in 
highly fractured zones, though considerable overlap exists in the anomalous multi-element 
suites for each type of mineralization. 

2. Reconnaissance drainage sampling on and around the Silver Hope property has confirmed 
the presence of anomalous pathfinder suite of elements for Equity-type copoer-silver-gold 
mineralization in the streams draining the Silver Hope property and it’s vicinity. 

3. A very strong stream sediment mercuT anomaly has been located in the headwatwers of a 
stream flowing to the southezt of the property, which may well be indicative of presence 
of significant mineralization at some lateral distance and depth. 

4. The limited recce-scale soil sampling on three lines 500m. apart, and their downhill 
orientation, did not provide sufficient differentiation for identification of the ultimate 
sources of the anomalous trace-element values. 
The old 1982 data from the more extensive and detailed Equity soil sampling grid in the 
western and central area of the Silver Hope property indicates a one km.-wide south- 
southasterly swath of Cu-Ag anomalous soils, consitent with anomalous glacially-transported 
overburden originating in the high saddle just west of the two Equity Silver Mines orebodies, 
the Main and the Southern Tail zones. 
Other stronger multi-element soil anomalies, both within and to the east of the anomalous 
glacial swath may well be caused by local mineralization sources present on the Silver 
Hope property. 



II 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. The uncontaminated eastern tributaries of Bessemer Creek, particularly the largest 
named Superstition Creek, and the stream flowing on the east side of the Silver Hope 
property, should be high-quality drainage sampled at regular intervals up to their headwaters 
to detect intersecting Cu-Ag-Au mineralization zones and cross-cutting Hg-anomalous 
structures. Any mineralized/altered bedrock/float encountered should be sampled for 
lithochemical comparison. 

2. To distinguish detrital and hydromorphic pathfinder-element anomalies of local origin 
from those caused by glacially transported anomalous overburden it will be necessary to 
sample soils along the topographic contour using chain-and-compass plus GPS for control. 
instead of the traditionally convenient but less useful sampling along geophysical grids. 
The strongest of the five-element anomalies from the 1982 soil sampling survey should be 
re-located and checked for man-made contamination, then m-sampled to benefit from ICP 
multi-element analysis. 
Three well chosen contours should be sampled at SOm. intervals across the property, and the 
anomalous portions followed-up with sampling of the in-between contours. To provide 
intersecting data, the two ridgetops on either side of Superstition Creek should be single-line 
soil sampled over their entire length. 

3. For comprehensive geochemical interpretation all samples should bc analyzed for 30+ 
elements by ICP to provide mineralization-, alteration-, lithology- and structure-related 
differentiated pathfinder suites of anomamlous trace-elements. Both magnetic and non- 
magnetic fractions of the high-quality drainage samples should be analyzed for added clarity, 
since certain trace elements have atlinity for one or the other fraction. 

4. The most sound geochemical anomalies should be confirmed with appropriate 
geophysical methods for precision prior to drill hole siting. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Silver How Property Rock Sample Descriptions- 2001 

HJ-1 

HJ-2 

HJ-3 

HJ4 

H.J-5 

HJ-6 

NJ-7 

HJ8 

HJ-9 

MI-10 

HJ-11 

HJ-12 

Erecciated chert or cherty tuff with light fragments in a darker matrix. Minor iron 
hydroxides on fractures. Common quart-pyrite fracture fillings to 2-3 mm in width. 
Trace to 1% disseminated pyrite. 

Fine grained, light to medium, massive gray tuff or subvolcanic intrusive. Moderate 
pervasive quartz-serictte-pyrite alteration. IO-1546 finely disseminated pyrite. 

Trench. Quartz vein fragment with about 10% coarse pyrite as blebs and streaks. 
Trace chalcopyrfte. 

Trench. Similar to HJ-3 but includes a 1 cm wide streak or band of pyrite. Trace 
chalcopyrite. 

Massive, homogeneous, fine grained intermediate to felstc tuff, probably ‘dust tuff in 
Equity Silver nomendature. Weak pervasive sertciiition. Mafcs altered to chlorite and 
pyrite. 2-3% very finely disseminated pyrite with a probable trace of chatcopyrite. Minor 
iron hydroxides on fracturesweakly magnetic. 

Moderately to strongly quarfz-serfctte-pyrtte altered medium grained intrusive probably 
quartz monzonlte. Minor quartz-pyrite veinlets up to 2mm wide. Diflicuft to estimate 
total pyrite content, probably I-356. Abundant fractures with iron hydroxides. 

Fine to medium grainad. laucocratic felsic dyke. Possibfy weakly serfcitized. Numerous 
parallel fractures with minor iron hydroxides and boxworks after pyrite. 

Strongly quartz-sericite-pyrite altered ash tuff or fine grained intrusive. Minor partly 
otidized, quartz-pyrite veinlets with a trace of chalcopyrite. Strongly fractured with 
abundant iron hydroxides. 

Float Massive, light gray, fine ash tuff, probably Equity Silvers’ “dust tuff? Weak 
pervasive serfcitization. Common hairline chlorite-pyrite filled fractures. Mafic minerals 
partly altered to chlorite and pyrite. Overall trace to 1% very finely disseminated 
pyrfteweakly magnetic. 

Float. Quarlz vein fragment, possibly exhibiting weak ribboning and containing about 
3% pyrite. Traces of an unknown grey metallic mineral. Specimen contains low As and 
Sb so it ls not tetrahedrite. However, specimen contains relatively high Si. Co and Cu. 

Float. Coarse grained massive pyrke-chalcopyrttemagnetite rook. Approximately 5% 
wispy chalcopyrite, 40% equant, granular aggregates of magnetite, 15% pyrite as small 
cubes and bkebs. Remainder of rock appears to be quartz or a mixture of quartz and 
fekfspar. 

From soil line L3S. 3+55E location. Massive, greenish gray fine tuff, probably “dust 
tuft”. Weak pervasive sericitiition. Trace very finely disseminated pyrite. 



APPENDIX I 

Silver How Prow* Rock Sample Descrbtions - 2001, contd 

HS-1 Float. Brecciated. moderately chloritized biotitii intrusive. Carbonate fracture fillings 
and breccia matrix. 

HS-2 Float. Oxidized outter rind of above rock sample HS1. Rusty red weathering rind 
suggesk that the carbonate contains some iron. 

HS-3 Float. Sheared, moderately quart..sericite-pyrite altered medium grained. quartz- 
bearing intrusive. 57% disseminated pyrite. 

HS4 Float. Fine grained granodiorite with 57% finely disseminated magnetite. possibly 
after maftc minerals. Weak pervasive epklote/chorite alteration. One hairline quartz 
veiniet with a 1 cm wide epidote!chlorite envelope. Mafic minerals altered to chlorite. 
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APPENDIX III 
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Analeical Pkocedure - The samples were anal;rzed by 

Kin-& Laboratories Ltd. of 705 West 15th St., N.'Tanc, 

as follows: 

The stream sediments were oven-dried in their 
original water-resists& kraft paper bags at 93°C and 
screened to obtain the minus SO mesh fraction for anal- 
ysis. The rock samples were crushed and pulverized in 
a ceramic-plated pulverizer. 

A suitable weight og 3.0 or 10.0 grams is pretre- 
ated with HRO3 and HC104 mixture. 

After pretreatment the samplee sre digested uith 
Aqua Begia solution, then taken up with 25% BCl to auit- 
able volume and aliquot used for the 26 element ICP trace 
element analysis. 

From the major remaining portion of the aample, Gold 
is preconcentrated by standard fire assay methods, then 
extracted with Methyl Iso-Butyl Ketone and analyzed by 
Atomic Absorption. 

, 

For Mercury analysis, 1 gram of sieved material is 
sintered at 90°C for 4 hours, then digested in HlJO3 and 
HCl acids mixture, and analyzed by the Hatch and Ott 
flameless AA method. 

. 
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MIN- EN Labora tories Ltd. 
SpecialIds in Mincrd Environments 

conrer 15th strset end BewiCk 
705 WEST 1t.T” STREET 

NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C. 
CANADA VIM 1Tz 

FIRE GOLD GECCHEMICAL ANALYSIS BY MIN-EN - 
LABORATORIES LTD. 

Geochemical samples for Fire Gold processed by Min-En Laboratories 
Ltd., at 705 W. 15th St., North Vancouver Laboratory employing 
the following procedures. 

After drying the samples at 95*C soil and stream sediment 
samples are screened by 80 mesh sieve to obtain the minus SO 
mesh fraction for analysis. The rock samples are crushed and 
pulverized by ceramic plated pulverizer. 

A suitable sample weight 15.00 or 30.00 grams are fire assay 
preconcentrated. 

After pretreatments the samples are digested with Aqua Regia 
solution, and after digestion the samples are taken up with 
25% HCl to suitable volume. 

Further oxidation and treatment of at least 75% of the original 
sample solutions are made suitable for extraction of gold with 
Methyl Iso-Butyl Ketone. 

With a set of suitable standard solution gold is analysed 
by Atomic Absorption instruments. The obtained detection 
limit is 1 ppb. 


